NOTES:
1. SIZES SHOWN FROM CONNECTOR SIDE.
2. UNNOWLEDGED DIMENSIONS LOCATING TRUE POSITION ARE BASIC.
3. OXYGEN TIGHTNESS INCLUDES SEAMS.
4. NO EOL HOLES ARE AFTER PLAYING.
5. PRETARED WIRE BOARD PART NUMBERS:
   20-10221-02
   20-10222-03
   20-10222-04
6. BOARD SHALL BE AIM-10222 AND AIM-10222 (EXCEPT 3 LUG, 4)
7. Phasing shall include AS A MANDATORY.

MANUFACTURER

MANUFACTURER'S NAME

MANUFACTURER'S PART NUMBER

PHASE CODE

PART NUMBER

PHASE ORDER

PART NAME

ASSEMBLY PART NUMBER

CONNECTOR PIN DESIGNATION

ZONE 1

ZONE 1: NO CONNECTORS OR GROUND FLANGE IN THIS AREA.

ZONE 2: NO CONNECTORS OR GROUND FLANGE IN THIS AREA.

ZONE 3: NO COMPONENTS IN THIS AREA.

ZONE 4: NO PRINTED CIRCUIT SURFACE IN THIS AREA.

ZONE 5: NO PrintED CIRCUIT SURFACE IN THIS AREA.

10. ALL PREDICTIONS OR GROUND FLANGE IN THIS AREA.

11. GROUND FLANGE MUST BE APPLIED OVER DECK CIRCLE.

12. SOLDER MUST BE APPLIED OVER DECK CIRCLE.

13. SOLDER MUST BE APPLIED OVER DECK CIRCLE.